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ABOUT THE REPORT
In 2019 WAN-IFRA worked with Syno International, a data and market research
company, to conduct a global survey of consumers across 40 countries to gauge
their trust in advertising and news content.
The advertising landscape for publishers was already challenging at that time
as print ad revenue was continuing to decline (YoY) and digital advertising,
although showing YoY increases globally, brought its own set of diﬃcult issues
– trust being one of them and for a number of reasons.
Still, in our ﬁrst survey, newspapers, primarily in print, were by and large one of
the most trusted mediums for advertising among the 40,000 consumers
surveyed.

ABOUT THE REPORT
Fast-forward to our second survey, conducted in spring 2020, at the height of
the ﬁrst wave of the pandemic. and the results are quite similar for the survey.
Trust in news also improved YoY and newspapers fare well compared to other
media. This is interesting because many of the trust studies conducted in the
last year all report trust in news media is at all-time lows, especially compared
to other sectors like business, government, NGOs (Edelman).
Our report is a summary of the comprehensive global survey. News publishers
interested in seeing how their country or region stacks up, or benchmarking
how their brand fares in a particular market, can contact us for possible access
to the Ad Trust Index.

SURVEY OVERVIEW
AD TRUST SURVEY 2020
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APPROACH
NET AD TRUST MEASURES THOSE AGREEING MINUS THOSE DISAGREEING WITH EACH METRIC

To what extent do you agree or disagree that information conveyed
in advertising in <X media> is trustworthy?
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TOP 3 Boxes = Agree

Example: Agree (60%) - Disagree (30%) = Net ADTRUST
(+30)

Strongly
Agree

MEDIA

DEFINITION OF THE MEDIA

MEDIA
Printed newspaper (paper version)
Newspaper based website or app (online version)
Local printed or online newspaper
Commercial TV channel
Commercial radio station
Printed magazine
Search engine page
Online or app only news service
Streamed radio service
Online video / video clip
Social media site
News channel*
Cinema**

*Category only included for content as many are publicly funded ** Category only included for advertising

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

➔

Print news publishers can take some comfort in knowing that
more people trust the advertising that appears in their pages
and on their websites more than most other media. The
worldwide advertisement trustworthiness score was 17.71 (up
from 16.44 in last year’s survey).

➔

Advertisement trustworthiness scores in general saw at least
small increases in nearly every region around the world over
the previous year, with the exception of South America. However,
South America also had the world’s highest overall scores in
each area for both 2019 and 2020.

➔

News content trustworthiness scores in general saw at least
small increases in nearly every region around the world over the
previous year.
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➔

Globally, Europeans had the lowest levels of trustworthiness in
both advertising and news content for the second straight year,
though both categories also saw substantially higher levels of
trustworthiness compared to 2019.

➔

In some large markets, including China and India, advertisement
trustworthiness for the paper versions of print newspapers
were either the highest (India at 55) or second highest (China at
47), second only to online newspaper-based websites.

➔

At the country level, Vietnam and India saw particularly high
overall levels of trust in both news content trustworthiness and
advertising trustworthiness with the paper versions of print
newspapers achieving scores of 67 and 65 respectively in the
news content area and for advertisement trustworthiness,
Vietnam registered a 57 while India came in at 55.
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➔

Likewise, Indonesia also scored quite high in both areas, with
printed newspapers achieving a score of 59 (down from 60 the
previous year) for news content trustworthiness, and 56 for
advertisement trustworthiness (59 the year before).

➔

The largest divide between news content and advertisement
trustworthiness levels was seen in Northern Europe,
particularly in Denmark and Norway, which saw fairly strong
scores on content trustworthiness (with 40 for Denmark and 44
for Norway) for the paper versions of printed newspapers, but
both Danes and Norwegians gave negative scores for
advertisement trustworthiness across all forms of media (though
the paper versions of printed newspapers did score best here
with both countries recording a score of -3).

➔

The 36-55 age group showed the highest level of trust in ads.
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In terms of continents...
➔

Africa
2020: News content trustworthiness: 31
Ad trustworthiness: 31.76
2019: News content trustworthiness: 28
Ad trustworthiness: 28.78

➔

Asia
2020: News content trustworthiness: 33
Ad trustworthiness 27.73
2019: News content trustworthiness: 31
Ad trustworthiness: 25.39
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➔

Europe
2020: News content trustworthiness: 18
Ad trustworthiness 4.86
2019: News content trustworthiness: 12
Ad trustworthiness: -1.22

➔

North America
2020: News content trustworthiness: 28
Ad trustworthiness: 22.67
2019: News content trustworthiness: 26
Ad trustworthiness: 21.55
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➔

South America
2020: News content trustworthiness: 35
Ad trustworthiness: 34.58
2019: News content trustworthiness: 38
Ad trustworthiness: 37.14

➔

Oceania
2020: News content trustworthiness: 19
Ad trustworthiness: 10.87
2019: News content trustworthiness: 19
Ad trustworthiness: 12.14

WAN-IFRA AD TRUST INDEX
WAN-IFRA and Syno have created an index whereby
publishers can benchmark their brands nationally, regionally
and globally. If you are interested, contact:
dean.roper@wan-ifra.org

AD TRUST REPORT 2020

GLOBAL VIEW

NEWS BRANDS STILL A SAFE BET FOR ADVERTISERS
The results of the 2020 WAN-IFRA / SynoInt Consumer Ad
Trust survey back up those of the previous year:
Consumers consider traditional news media (printed
newspapers, local newspapers and their websites) the
most trusted media for advertising and content.
Overall, the level of trust also increased slightly for both
print and online news publishers over 2019.

GLOBAL MEDIA TRUSTWORTHINESS SCORE
Despite the steep declines in advertising due to the pandemic,
overall trust in media actually improved YoY.

GLOBAL AD TRUSTWORTHINESS SCORE
Declining ad revenues were already trending YoY pre-pandemic and
budgets were slashed once it hit, yet people's trust in advertising
increased in 2020.

GLOBAL TRUST IN ADS – BY MEDIUM
People’s trust in ads on social media further declined compared to the
previous year, likely triggered by the deluge of misinformation found
online during the pandemic.

GLOBAL NEWS CONTENT TRUST SCORE
The pandemic was the perfect storm for misinformation spreading.
People increasingly turned to news media houses for authentic
information, hence the increase in news content trust in the survey.

GLOBAL TRUST IN CONTENT – BY MEDIUM
The COVID-19 pandemic was also declared an “infodemic” by the World
Health Organization. Not surprisingly, people increasingly placed their
trust in content from traditional news sources like newspapers.

GLOBAL TRUST IN CONTENT – BY MEDIUM
Activities that people indulged in during the four weeks before the survey
saw signiﬁcant changes from the previous year. Many of the trends were
attributable to the pandemic. For example, the decline in the share of people
who watched a movie at a cinema.

SURVEY TRENDS – DIGITAL GETS A BOOST
The consumption of some formats went up slightly compared to the previous
year. Digital media saw increased traction compared to the year before. Local
newspapers were increasingly turned to in the wake of the pandemic.

29%

18%

14%

Visited Newspaper
based Websites and
Apps

Read Local
Newspapers (Paper or
Online version)

Consumed Online or
App-Only News
Services

Previous year: 17%

Previous year: 13%

Previous year: 27%

SURVEY TRENDS – PRINT FEELS THE PINCH
On the downside, several activities
saw signiﬁcant decline compared
to 2019. For example, the number
of people who saw an outdoor
advertisement decreased
drastically, mainly due to the
pandemic-induced lockdown.

The pandemic also caused a
crisis to printed newspapers and
magazines, which saw a decline in
subscriptions.

Print magazines also saw a decline in
readership. Those who read a printed
magazine declined from 14% in 2019 to
11% in 2020.

REGIONAL MEDIA CONSUMPTION
🔽

In Africa and North America, use of social media and search engines declined while
globally the trend was upwards.

🔽

In North America and Australia, as opposed to the global trend, local newspapers saw a
decline in the percentage of people who read them.

🔽

App or online-only news services also saw a decline in Australia, making it the only
region to exhibit the trend.

EUROPE – AD TRUST BY MEDIUM
Europe showed fairly similar trends to the ones found globally. However,
while the overall trust level has gone up in the region compared to the
previous year, it is signiﬁcantly lower than the global average.

AD TRUST: PRINTED NEWSPAPERS
The survey found printed newspapers remain the most
trusted medium for ads globally, with minor variations at
regional levels.

27
Ad-Trust Score for
Printed Newspapers
Previous year score
25.74

AD TRUST: PRINTED NEWSPAPER REGIONAL TRENDS
Globally, trust in ads in newspapers recorded a rise. However in markets such
as South America and Asia, where print remained strong – at least before the
pandemic – trust in ads showed slight decreases.

AD TRUST: LOCAL (PRINTED/ONLINE) NEWSPAPERS
Local newspapers have been crucial in providing quality
information including about the pandemic. Despite receding
revenues, they continue to enjoy a high level of reader trust.

26.22
Ad-Trust Score for
Local Newspapers
Previous year score
24.84

Local newspapers were the second
most trusted medium for ads in each of
the past two years surveyed.

AD TRUST: LOCAL (PRINTED/ONLINE) NEWSPAPERS
REGIONAL TRENDS
The pandemic caused numerous local newspapers to close. Nevertheless, the
medium proved a crucial source of authentic hyperlocal information for local
communities during the crisis, thus gaining increased trust from consumers.

AD TRUST: PRINTED NEWSPAPER AND LOCAL
NEWSPAPER REGIONAL TRENDS
Despite printed newspapers being the most trusted medium for ads in North
America and Asia, both regions recorded a slight drop in the score from 2019.

While printed newspapers were only the third most-trusted medium for ads in Africa
(commercial TV was ﬁrst, followed by commercial radio), the score improved from 2019.

In South America, local printed or online newspapers and printed newspapers fell
to second and third place, respectively, in 2020 behind commercial radio.

AD TRUST: PRINTED NEWSPAPER AND LOCAL
NEWSPAPER REGIONAL TRENDS
In Australia, local printed or online newspapers and printed newspapers are the top
two most trusted mediums for ads, However, scores for both declined from 2019.

In Europe too, local newspapers and printed newspapers are the top two most trusted
mediums for ads, Refreshingly, scores for both improved from 2019.

In Asia, printed newspapers rated the highest with the same score as in 2019. Local
newspapers came third after commercial TV channel with an improved score.

AD TRUST: ONLINE-ONLY, NEWSPAPER-BASED
WEBSITES OR APP
The COVID-19 crisis led to a signiﬁcant increase in news
consumption via digital mediums. Many news websites and apps
saw traﬃc surge and signiﬁcant rises in subscription ﬁgures during
the lockdown period.

21
Ad-Trust Score for
online only, newspaper
based websites or app
Previous year score:
19

The share of people who visited an
online or app-only news service
increased from 12.81% in 2019 to 14.24%
in 2020.

AD TRUST: ONLINE NEWSPAPER-BASED WEBSITES OR
APPs – REGIONAL TRENDS
Regions across the world showed clear diﬀerences in the levels of trust they
placed in ads in online news apps/websites. Overall, most regions exhibited
an increased level of trust, with Europe recording the strongest rise.

AD TRUST: SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media remains the least trusted medium for advertising.

-4.1
Ad-Trust Score for
Social Media Sites
Previous year score
-3.74

The score is signiﬁcantly lower than that
of printed newspapers, which ranked the
highest with an ad-trust score of 27, and
the global average ad-trust score of
17.71

AD TRUST: SOCIAL MEDIA – REGIONAL TRENDS
Across most regions, ads on social media saw a further erosion in trust, which
also reﬂected globally. However, Europe and North America were exceptions.

FOLLOW UP
➔ More details on your region: The survey covered each country by
the topics presented here, so if you are a WAN-IFRA Member
interested in a speciﬁc indicator, contact:
elizabeth.shilpa@wan-ifra.org

➔ Ad Trust Index: If you are interested in benchmarking your
newspaper, contact: dean.roper@wan-ifra.org

➔ WAN-IFRA Global Media Panel: If you are a news publishing
executive interested in joining our panel communities, visit:
https://synoint.com/wanifra

